A number of concerns have been raised recently by medical editors; one issue receiving attention relates to the “myopic” or condensed view of literature review,1 aided and abetted by the use of “single” or “double” Medline searches (restricting the review of the medical literature variously to three or six years). This restricted search of the extant literature was termed “MEDLINE-Induced Blindness.”1 Not only is this issue no laughing matter, but it is extremely costly because it leads to repetitive research activity of well-established lines of scientific knowledge. Furthermore, journal reviewers, it would seem, are loathe to point out this serious lapse in the appropriate manner to write a scientific paper since, perhaps, by citing unreferred references to the authors of manuscripts under review, they may disclose their identity in the review process and their loss of assured anonymity.

Recently, one report appeared in one of the most prestigious weekly medical journals indicating that angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibition therapy of patients with chronic renal failure will reduce “adrenergic hyperactivity.”2 The concept apparently was deemed so novel that an accompanying editorial commentary was included in that issue of the journal.3 No references included in either communication referred to the well-known and well-established phenomenon of angiotensin II augmentation of adrenergic activity in medullary centers or in ganglionic function.4,5 Only a few weeks after this publication, yet another paper was published in a “sister journal” of the American Heart Association indicating increased sympathetic nerve activity in patients with renovascular hypertension.6 Again, no evidence was provided in the references to prior knowledge that increased angiotensin II augments adrenergic outflow from brain or in the paravertebral ganglia. By no means is this experience restricted to the foregoing cited work; it is rampant throughout the literature. And, infrequently, it is aided and abetted by published statements in these papers stating that “this is the first report” a remark that frequently raises deep concern by one of my co-editors. This, of course, is based on the entire body of extant scientific research preceding any scientific communication. Clearly, any report of new knowledge is founded on a background of well-conceived and carefully documented scientific study.

This practice of a less than thorough review of the literature at best shows inadequate awareness of existing scientific knowledge by authors publishing in major scientific journals and at the worst does not serve science well. It belittles past contributions of other scientists and colleagues, demeans prior authoritative and respected peer-reviewed journal and published scientific knowledge, and it diminishes the authoritative status of the authors, reviewers, and editors of those journals that have published this work. Furthermore, it also obscures the context in which a truly new observation must be interpreted. If we are to expect others to respect and follow tried and tested scientific method and, if we expect that our journals should publish that which is new and exciting in a rapid fashion, let us begin with ourselves. Let us respect and honor our past colleagues and their work. On the other hand, this editorial statement is not a plea for an exhaustive recantation of the extant literature but a careful search for primary references of general value and interest that acknowledges the major contributions of our predecessors. And let us also remember what is literally meant by “research”—it means, “look back!”
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